
TECH TRUST JAPAN Co Ltd 
appointed as new SONOSAX distributor in Japan

During the past 6 years SONOSAX was represented in Japan by DSP Japan Ltd with whom we 
have had - and still have - excellent and friendly relations. Considering DSP's business orientations 
and main activities, it was agreed by both parties that the situation was not ideal; therefore decision 
has been made to cease our collaboration. In this newsletter we would like to personally thank Mr. 
Yanase Satoshi for his continued support over the years and wish him and his colleagues all the 
best for the future.

Obviously SONOSAX will never neglect its loyal Japanese customers, so we are pleased to 
announce that the exclusive distribution of SONOSAX products in Japan, which became effective by 
November 1st, was given to the company TECH TRUST Japan Co Ltd.

Based in Tokyo, TECH TRUST Japan Co Ltd is a leading distribution company, service oriented and 
well positioned in the markets of the so called "On Location" recording equipments as well as 
broadcasting studios and facilities.  

Although it is a young company; all TECH TRUST collaborators have a solid experience in the fields 
of professional audio and have excellent knowledge's of SONOSAX products. We are therefore 
confident that TECH TRUST will offer a perfect support to SONOSAX users in Japan.

We wish a warm welcome to everyone at TECH TRUST in our small SONOSAX family, and we are 
looking forward for a trustful partnership.
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SONOSAX present 
on next exhibitions

SONOSAX will be present 
at the booths of our 
distributors during the next 
InterBEE in Tokyo and 
SATIS in Paris.

Feel free to visit us;

Mr Jacques Sax will be 
present on stand of 
TECH TRUST Japan Co 
from November 19 to 21 
InterBEE, Hall 1/ 1201

Mr Pierre Blanc will be on 
stand of AREITEC from 
November 18 to 20 during 
the SATIS, stand E07.
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SONOSAX SX-R4+  and  SONOSAX SX-AD8+   soon unveiled

Although these new equipments were announced for the end of 2014, they will not be available 
before April 2015. Innovative ideas having occurred during the year, their development have been 
somewhat delayed.

Develop products of the highest quality using advanced technology and respond closer to the user's 
needs is a challenge SONOSAX has successfully met many times in the past; releasing these 
equipments on the market within the expected deadline is by far not always obvious�

Despite these delays, we are pleased to announce that the new recorder SONOSAX SX-R4+ and 
the 8 channels preamp SONOSAX SX-AD8+ will be officially unveiled at Tokyo's InterBEE and 
during the SATIS in Paris. For those who could not attend these fairs we publish above a picture of 
the forthcoming SX-R4+
Unable to respond individually to all the requests we receive daily regarding our new products, we 
will post detailed informations in the December issue of our SONONEWS
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DESTOCKING Direct sale from factory

All products listed below are new from factory, with 1 year warranty
A few number of each are still available, first come first served
Click on product's name or on the picture for a product description on 
our website or contact us directly for further information.

SONOSAX SX42 The most robust 4 channels portable mixer
On request also available with Digital outputs

Original list price CHF   5'800
Destocking  - 40% CHF  3'480

EUR  2'875
USD  3'770
GBP  2'290

SONOSAX SX-PR4 Legendary 4 channel portable mixer
On request also available with 6 input channels

Original list price CHF   5'600
Destocking  -70% CHF  1'680

EUR  1'400
USD  1'770
GBP  1'100

SONOSAX SX-DA2 2 channels high quality D/A Converter; AES-SPDIF-Optical
with balanced analogue out and phone out

Original list price CHF    920
Destocking - 50% CHF    460

EUR    385
USD    485
GBP    300

SONOSAX SX-M1 1 channel high quality microphone pre-amplifier with 48V Phantom
with balanced analogue out and phone out

Original list price CHF    920
Destocking  -50 % CHF    460

EUR    385
USD    485
GBP    300

SONOSAX MV100 2 channels microphone pre-amplifier with 48V Phantom
with unbalanced analogue out and phone out

Original list price CHF    980
Destocking  - 50% CHF    490

EUR    410
USD    515
GBP    320

http://www.sonosax.ch/mixers/sx42/sx42_index.html
http://www.sonosax.ch/discontinued/sxm2m1/sxm2m1_index.html
http://www.sonosax.ch/converters/sx-da2/sx-da2_index.html
http://www.sonosax.ch/mixers/sxpr/sxpr_index.html
http://www.sonosax.ch/mixers/sx42/sx42_index.html
http://www.sonosax.ch/mixers/sxpr/sxpr_index.html
http://www.sonosax.ch/converters/sx-da2/sx-da2_index.html
http://www.sonosax.ch/discontinued/sxm2m1/sxm2m1_index.html

